
600 sand columns
realised with Piling Rig 
PR16s in Grenoble,
France.

Leon Grosse, the general contractor, has awarded the foundation works to the sub-
contractor FRANKI. The work required 600 sand columns, with a diameter of 500 mm and 
a depth of 13.5 to 15 m. 

For this job FRANKI used PTC PR16s Piling Rig equipped with powerful 60HV Variable 
Moment Vibrodriver to drive into the ground steel close-end casings following a square 
pattern of 3 m x 3 m.  Once these casings reached the desired depth a funnel was placed on 
top and they were backfilled with sand (0.5 / 4 mm). Afterwards, the casing was extracted 
using the same 60HV Vibrodriver.

Roche Diagnostics France, a branch of the well-known pharmaceutical 
Group ROCHE, and France’s No. 1 Company in biological diagnosis, is 
enlarging its head office based in Meylan, near Grenoble.

A completed sand column on a right and a driven closed-end casing with the funnel on top.

KEY FACTS

•	 Soil : 25 m of soft clay with 

 thin layers of sand

•	 Productivity: 

 - 20 to 30 columns / day

 - 350 to 400 linear meters / day

•	 PTC PR16s

 - Engine power: 470 kW

 - Pull-up force: 240 kN

 - Operating weight: 65 t

•	 60HV Vibrodriver:

 - Eccentric moment:

  O to 60 m.kg

 - Centrifugal force: 1893 kN

 - Frequency: 28 Hz / 1680 rpm

 - Clamp: Duplex 2 x 120 t
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Finally, when all sand columns were installed a sand 
blanket was placed over the top them, to connect 
all the sand drains.

The sand columns were done to reduce the soil 
settlement, increase the soil load bearing capacity, 
and decrease the generation of excess pore water 
pressure.

Franki was highly satisfied of the PR16S piling rig 
productivity of 25 to 30 columns per day (approx : 
350 to 400 linear meters per day). 

PR16s driving the closed-end casings to a depth of 15 m.

Steel closed-end casings.
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